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Partnership Details

The COMESA Regional Enterprise Competitiveness and Access to Markets Programme (RECAMP) is
implemented by the COMESA Secretariat in collaboration with the following COMESA institutions: the
Alliance for Commodity Trade in Eastern and Southern Africa (ACTESA), the Africa Leather and Leather
Products Institute (ALLPI), the COMESA Business Council (CBC)., the Federation of National Associations
of Women in Business in Eastern and Southern Africa (FEMCOM) and the COMESA Regional Investment
Agency (RIA).

The 10 Euro million project runs until 2023 and is funded by the European Union under the 11th European
Development Fund (EDF). RECAMP focuses on improving competitiveness and market access of SMEs
and other firms in targeted value chains in the COMESA Member States and on generally improving the
business environment for SMEs (including the women and youth) in this region.
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Overview of this Training Series

Objectives
The objectives of the online capacity building program for IPAs during and post COVID-19 foresees to strengthen the capacity of
COMESA National Investment Promotion Agencies (NIPAs) in identifying, collecting data and information, packaging and
promoting comprehensive investment project/opportunity offers (IPROs) for potential investors. Some of the expected topics to
be covered include:

• Defining investment opportunities vis-à-vis national country objectives 
• How IPAs can detect opportunities created through COVID and scale up their impact both with new and with existing investors
• Importance of investment opportunity/project profiling including practical examples globally and in the COMESA region 
• IPRO project templates to be used through various investment promotion and facilitation stages 
• Packaging investment opportunities and projects

Tools and techniques necessary to promote investment project in post-covid era (e.g digital techniques)

Outcomes
The main expected outcomes are the following:

• Increased institutional collaboration among NIPAs and promoting opportunities in respective member states
• Increase knowledge on the identification, data mining, sourcing and packaging IPRO
• Building up knowledge for scaling up effective IPRO promotion efforts

SOURCE: Wavteq
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Overview of Webinar Themes

THEME A:
Understanding Investment Opportunities 
and identifying bankable opportunities

• Module 1: Understanding an Investment 
Opportunity 

• Module 2: IPA strategies in identifying 
bankable investment project opportunities 
in line with country agenda 

• Module 3: Best practices from COMESA 
region and worldwide of bankable 
opportunities 

Call to action exercise: 
IPAs will identify 1-2 project opportunities in 
their country and present raw data in the next 
webinar 

THEME B
Data mining: gathering the right data 
for IPROs and investor-centric 
positioning

• Module 1: Location determinants and 
investment – decision making process 

• Module 2: Data mining checklist and 
feasibility studies

• Module 3: Tools and systems to use 
for data mining 

Call to action exercise: 
IPAs will use data mining checklist to do 
research on opportunity identified and 
present at next webinars as well as 
position as best as possible

THEME C
Positioning the right opportunity: 
Packaging and Promotion . 

• Module 1: Reinventing value 
proposition for IPRO and positioning 

• Module 2: Best practice guideline on 
positioning the opportunity (region & 
worldwide

• Module 3: The digital future l  What is 
the future role of IPROs and tools and 
techniques to use

Call to action exercise: 
Prepare final version of IPRO for project 
identified for 1:1 consultation 

SOURCE: Wavteq
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Training Personnel

THEME A:
Understanding Investment 
Opportunities and identifying 
bankable opportunities

THEME B
Data mining: gathering the 
right data for IPROs and 
investor-centric positioning

THEME C
Positioning the right 
opportunity: Packaging 
and Promotion . 

Alex DiPaola

Project Coordinator, 
FDI Expert

Mariana Brenes

IPRO Expert 

Matt Harvey

Consultant, 
IPRO Expert

Sergio Costa

Senior IPRO Expert

SOURCE: Wavteq

Sergio Costa

Senior IPRO Expert
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Wavteq Expert Presenter: Sergio Rodrigues Costa, M.A.

Sérgio Costa has a solid executive leadership experience in the public and private sectors, leading organizations to excellence. He has
large expertise in strategy design, international business and foreign direct investments.

From 2011 to mid 2019 he led Investe São Paulo (now InvestSP) as the Managing Director, attracting new investments and promoting
the image of the leading Brazilian State. He coordinated actions and strategies of this awarded investment promotion agency to ensure
a high-level service to its multicultural customers. In 8 years in charge of business development and operations, Costa led Investe São
Paulo to reach the outstanding mark of 225 announced investments totalling US$21 billion, and more than 80,000 direct Jobs.

He gained expertise by serving investors in a wide range of industries, ranging from agribusiness to life sciences, pharmaceutical,
datacenters, ICT, aerospace and defence, food processing, beverages, clean energy, R&D, infrastructure, education, machine and
equipment, automotive, textiles, and much more. Under his leadership, in December 2018 Investe Sao Paulo was awarded by the fDi
Magazine/Financial Times as Agency of the Year, won the 2018 fDI Strategy Awards, while the State was ranked #1 State in Latin
America for Investments. As a seasoned public speaker, he has delivered conferences and webinars in various countries. In 2021 he
was one of the judges of the Americas Cities of the Future 2021/2022 Ranking, by the FDI Magazine/Financial Times.

Sérgio Costa is graduated in Mechanical Production Engineering by the Federal University of Minas Gerais, and holds a Master’s
degree in Organizational Leadership from the Azusa Pacific University, CA, USA. Before Investe São Paulo, Costa served
organizations such as Apex-Brasil, AES Corporation, Sotreq and Sebrae.

He is the founder and CEO of STRINGS® - Strategy, Investments, Global Business, and supports investments in their strategy to enter
and operate in the global market, M&As, JVs. In 2021 STRINGS® became the partner of Wavteq for Brazil, one of the global leaders in
foreign direct investment and development intelligence. STRINGS® has served customers from countries such as Brazil, England,
Germany, Portugal, South Korea, Switzerland, USA, Ukraine, UAE, among others in their investment projects and strategies.
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Wavteq company overview 

Wavteq was established in 2010 
and has one of the largest FDI 
consulting teams with the most 
global presence.
Wavteq has its global headquarters in the 
UK with FDI consulting offices globally.
Wavteq is co-owner of International 
Investment Services (Germany) which is 
Wavteq’s European lead generation 
division.

1,500
Organizations

1,500 EDOs and IPAs currently 
using our services

15
Worldwide Offices

80 FDI consultants across 15 
major source countries

$50 billion
Project Successes
Facilitated over $50 billion of 

Greenfield investments for IPAs

We develop the leading 
databases and operating 

systems for economic 
development organizations 

We are the technology,  
consulting & sales partner 

of fDi Intelligence, Financial 
Times and have a global 

franchise agreement

Wavteq Institute is the 
thought leader in FDI with 
the leading knowledge and 

e-learning platform

Operating Systems Wavteq Institute fDi intelligence
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Agenda for Theme B
DATA MINING: GATHERING THE RIGHT DATA FOR INVESTOR-CENTRIC POSITIONING

Module 1: Location determinants and investment – decision making process (Presenter: Sergio Costa)
• Recap of concepts on investments
• Main determinants for investment location
• Building up a rolling pipeline of bankable projects
• The decision-making process
Module 2: Data Mining and Feasibility Studies (Presenter: Sergio Costa)
• Definition of data mining
• From data to analytics, types of data and sources
• Coffee-break (5min)
• Definition and data requirements of a Feasibility Study
• Financial Analysis using COMFAR software
Module 3: Tools and Systems Available to Use for Data Mining (Presenter: Sergio Costa)
• Applications in the market that perform data mining
• What to consider before you choose a software
• Examples of what data mining can produce
• Questions & Answers, explanation of second exercise (20 mins)



Survey Question 1:

The material in the previous training was relevant and 
useful for my IPA.



Survey Question 2:

I learned new information in the previous training that 
I did not know before.



Survey Question 3:

The training effectively and clearly communicated and 
delivered.



Survey Question 4:

Were there any areas that were not included in the 
previous training that you would like to see in future 

trainings?



Survey Question 5:

Do you have any outstanding questions you would like to 
ask?



Review of Theme A exercises



Module 1: Location Determinants and Investment 
Decision-making Process
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About Module 1

• In this module we will review some concepts on investments and their contribution to a country

• We will discuss about the importance of location to investment projects

• We will review the key phases of identifying bankable projects 

• We will close the module with the steps of the decision-making process

MODULE 1: LOCATION DETERMINANTS AND INVESTMENT DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
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Recap of some concepts on investments (1/2)

MODULE 1: LOCATION DETERMINANTS AND INVESTMENT DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

• Investments can be public, private, or a combination of both
• It may be a new company setting operations in your country, or a local 

existing company expanding its operations, M&A, JV
• Investments do create jobs and generate income
• Some investments are more labor intensive than others, like an 

industry or a contact center, for example
• Investments also pay taxes, at city, state and country levels
• Investments in infrastructure come to address bottlenecks, market 

needs, gaps, and to promote a general upgrade in that area of investment
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Recap of some concepts on investments (2/2)

• Investments help promote the image of the location where they are 
established

• Investments, both public and private, promote development
• Investments look to the long term
• Investments select the best location to establish themselves
• Location is always a strong determinant of investment
• Golden Rule: location, location, location.

MODULE 1: LOCATION DETERMINANTS AND INVESTMENT DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
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Main determinants for investment location
• There are many drivers for investments to consider a specific location
• These drivers are very important for the IPROs because investors will 

always look for them when considering investing in your country.

• Gross Domestic Product – GDP
• Risk
• Inflation rate
• Exchange rate
• Labor force – availability, skills, 

average salaries, benefits etc.
• Safety
• Market

• Tax structure
• Legal framework
• Openness to foreign trade and 

investments
• Education
• Infrastructure
• Supply Chain
• Demographic

MODULE 1: LOCATION DETERMINANTS AND INVESTMENT DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
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Engagement with 
stakeholders to 
identify existing 
initiatives and build a 
long list of projects

Sourcing projects Screening Assessing 
bankability Project selection

Prioritise projects for 
project preparation / 
structuring and 
investment promotion

Rigorous feasibility 
studies: economic, 
technical, environmental 
studies and 
financial modelling

Project definition and 
preliminary
qualitative analysis 
to assess desirability 
and viability

Review of Theme A: Key phases of identifying bankable projects

1 2 3 4

Source: Wavteq
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• Public entities 
• Pivate sector: 

investors, developers, 
local firms

• Project sponsors
• Consultants
• Development Banks 

and Cooperation 
• Project Preparation 

Facilities (PPF)1

• Project sponsors• Project sponsors

1institutions that offer fiancial and technical assistance for the preparation of project, and prepare project proposals based on concept notess,  particularly in infrastructure. 
African PPF Network  https://www.icafrica.org/en/project-preparation/project-preparation-facilities-network-ppfn/

MODULE 1: LOCATION DETERMINANTS AND INVESTMENT DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

We are here.
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The decision-making process (1/2)

• The decision-making process is based upon two main principles:
• Objective

• An objective, thorough analysis of the investment, for example: 
• What concrete problems will this new road address, and how?

• The investment potential outcomes
• This new road will increase trade by 35% between the regions it will connect.
• 2,000 direct jobs are expected to be created during construction.
• Increase in GDP by 2%

• Calculated returns and payoff
• The new road will generate annual revenues of US$5 million, and the return on the investment 

will be in 30 years.

• Subjective
• Perception of risk: How safe is it to invest in my country?
• Uncertainty: Is the economic downturn reducing our capacity to pay? How will elections affect these 

investments? Will the tax incentives be cut due to the economic crisis my country faces now?

MODULE 1: LOCATION DETERMINANTS AND INVESTMENT DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
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The decision-making process (2/2)
• Making decisions on a given project often follows a few steps:

1. Identify the intended investment project.

2. Gather relevant information to support your considerations.

3. Identify possible ways to develop the investment project (find a partner, for example).

4. Assess the evidences, classifying those ways which might have greater potential to 

succeed and mitigate risks (Does that investor meet the requirements?).

5. Choose among alternatives, if any.
6. Take action and decide:

• Modify and reassess: Improve your IPRO and check if it is worth moving on.
• Go: you are sure that your IPRO is good, from the technical and financial 

standpoint.
• No go: Our investment project is not solid and is not sustainable.

MODULE 1: LOCATION DETERMINANTS AND INVESTMENT DECISION-MAKING PROCESS



Module 2: Data Mining and Feasibility Studies
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About Module 2

• This module will review what Data Mining entails

• We will speak about the current trend of using analytics instead of just collected data, to make IPROs more 
competitive in the eyes of investors

• We will learn that there are two categories of data  - objective and soft - and some examples

• We will conclude this module with an overview of how to conduct Feasibility Studies

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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Definition: Data Mining

Definition

Key features

• Collects large amounts of data to transform them in information
• It seeks patterns or trends in the collected data
• It has several types, including pictorial data mining, text mining, social media

mining, web mining, and audio and video mining amongst others
• It supports organizations and countries  in making  data-supported decisions

Definition

Data mining is a process of extracting and discovering patterns, trends and 
useful data in large amounts of data, using methods at the intersection of machine 
learning, statistics, and database systems.

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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From data to analytics (1/2)

DATA MANAGEMENT

• Large amounts of 
“raw” data is 
collected by 
various means

• The data is stored
to be accessed in 
order to produce
reports

• E.g.: Number of 
passengers per day

STANDARD ANALYTICS

• When data is 
filtered, organized
according to 
category, for 
example, in order 
to generate alerts, 
and identify trends, 
we move towards 
more valuable
information

ADVANCED ANALYTICS

• When advanced
tools like Artificial 
Intelligence, for 
example, are added 
to analyze sets of 
data, it makes 
simulations, 
optimizations
insights and better 
forecasts possible

The more IPAs evolve towards Advanced Analytics, the better

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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From data to analytics (2/2)

• Collecting large amounts of data is now possible. The main questions 
remain, though:
• Is this data what we need?
• What is the quality of this data? Can the source be trusted?
• How to organize this data to generate patterns and extract 

information from them?
• Do you have skilled people in our organization, or will you have a 

service provider do that for you?
• Do we have the necessary budget to afford it?

• How fast does this data become obsolete? Is it in real time?
• Which data and information to use in our feasibility studies?
• Are resources limited? Begin with what you can do, like desk research 

using the internet.

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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Types of data: objective and subjective
• Objective data is seen as “hard” facts 

Example: number of passengers/time unit; amount of finished products/time unit.

• Subjective data is seen as “soft” facts, difficult to measure and express
Example: employees survey; opinion survey.

• Nevertheless, one type of soft data is gaining importance in investments: 
Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) data now is a very 
significant data source when looking across all data used by investment 
organizations.

• IPROs may contain both objective and subjective data. Objective data is 
better. Avoid subjectivity.

• IPAs should seek a balance when using objective and subjective data, in 
order to communicate their IPROs better, more effectively, and bringing 
security to the investors. 

Source: CFAinstitute.org

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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Examples of use of hard and soft data (1/2)
• Highway concession to the private initiative. Please note that some 

information is very objective, showing numbers, percentages, and some 
other are soft, like “more safety”, “expansion” “reference to other 
municipalities”

Source: http://www.parcerias.sp.gov.br/Parcerias/Projetos/Detalhes/120

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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Examples of use of hard and soft data (2/2)
• An IPRO for concession of a State-owned Hospital to gain private 

investment states the desired benefits and results. 

Source: http://www.parcerias.sp.gov.br/Parcerias/Projetos/Detalhes/117

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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Sources for finding data

• Governments
• National Bureau of Statistics
• Business Associations
• Ministries or Secretariats
• International organizations – UN, IFC, WBG, UNIDO, WHO
• International Monetary Fund
• Research Institutes related to the field of interest (industry, infrastructure, renewables, etc.)
• Academia
• Private data providers (e.g., fDi Benchmark, fDi markets, Wavteq IncentivesFlow, IHS 

Markit, Moody´s Analytics, Economics Intelligence Unit)

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Once data and information are collected, it is time to 
begin the feasibility study process



Coffee Break
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Definition: Feasibility Study

Definition

Key features

• A feasibility study assesses the practicality of a proposed plan or project.
• Whether a project is feasible or not can depend on the project's cost and return on 

investment, which might include revenue from consumers.
• An industry may conduct a feasibility study to consider launching a new business or 

adopting a new product line.
• A country may conduct a study to build a new highway, an airport, a hospital.
• Consider having a contingency plan in case of unpredicted facts that may 

compromise the outcomes

Definition

A feasibility study is an analysis that considers all project's relevant factors, 
including economic, technical, legal, and scheduling consideration to ascertain the 
likelihood of completing the project successfully.

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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Feasibility studies for investment cases have 3 key components

2. Technical analysis
A technical analysis describes the 
different inputs and components 
the project requires to be 
successfully implemented
• Engineering and technology
• Location, site and environment
• Raw materials and supplies
• Human resources
• Organization structure
• Implementation planning

1. Market analysis
A market analysis is a quantitative 
and qualitative assessment of a 
market. It looks into the size of the 
market both in volume and in value 
(incl outlook)., the various customer 
segments and buying patterns, the 
competition, and the economic 
environment in terms of barriers to 
entry and regulation.

3. Financial analysis
The financial analysis contains the 
data for financing your project for 
the present, what will be needed for 
future growth, and an estimation of 
your operating expenses
• Revenues
• Profits
• Operational efficiency (Costs)
• Capital efficiency and solvency
• Liquidity

Think of Feasibility studies similar to a business plan, where in the project design phase studies 
and activities are conducted that lead to the creation and operation of an investment project 
according to the intention and expectations of the various stakeholders

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

NOTE: There are other types of feasibility studies such as economic, legal that we ignored here for simplicity
Source: Wavteq
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1. Market Analysis: market demand and outlook (1/2)

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Source: Technavio

• The market analysis 
should first highlight 
the opportunity in 
terms of demand and 
growth

• Key sources are 
market research 
reports (e.g. 
Technavio), public and 
private 
macroeconomic 
databases (e.g., IMF, 
IHS Markit, Oxford 
Economics, Moody´s 
Analytics)
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1. Market Analysis: market demand and outlook (2/2)

• The clear need and 
benefits of the project 
should be emphasized 
and backed up by 
facts

• Key sources are 
market research 
reports, public and 
private 
macroeconomic 
databases (e.g., 
Worldbank, UN, IMF, 
IHS Markit, Oxford 
Economics, Moody´s 
Analytics)

Number of vehicles per hour

Time spent on commute in Sao Paulo

Source: Wavteq based on web search

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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1. Market Analysis: Consumer segmentation and preferences

• Identifying the final 
consumer is key to a 
successful investment 
project and requires 
conducting a consumer 
segmentation (e.g. age, 
wealth) and identifying 
their key preferences 
(e.g. eat organic crops)

• Key sources are market 
research reports, public 
statistics on 
demographics (e.g. 
national stats, UN) and 
private market researcher 
(e.g. Nielsen, 
Euromonitor)

Key dimensions of market segmentation

Source: Wavteq based on web search

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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1. Market Analysis: Competition analysis

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Porter´s 5 Forces

Source: Michael Porter

• Porter´s 5 Forces 
Framework can help 
identify the main 
competition and 
dynamics in the 
market

• Key sources are 
market research 
reports, company 
databases, 
press/google and web 
search and expert 
interviews
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2. Technical analysis: Key questions

• What is the most appropriate technology?
• Are required materials and other inputs reliably 

available?
• Is the available labour pool adequate for the 

project; if not, is it possible to train workers as 
required?

• Where should the plant be located?
• What is the implementation plan and how much 

time is required?
• What are the costs of investment, implementation 

and operation?

Source: Wavteq based on Expert input

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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2. Technical analysis: Key elements
Element Description

Service analysis Describe the type of services you offer, performance standards, distinctiveness

Technology/support Describe whether your services performance or efficiency can be optimized through any 
software/technology

Value chain Describe the value chain of your service offering

Material input Decide on quantities, specifications, sources and costs of all physical inputs

Human resources Specify qualifications of key personnel, numbers of workers in each category, training requirements and 
programmes, enterprise organizational structure and non-direct costs in each area of operations 
(overheads)

Location and site Determine the best location for the plant on the basis of well conceived criteria, specify site requirements 
and identify the best site, estimate costs of civil works and other installations. 

Facilities layout Provide a layout for the site, showing infrastructure interfaces, costs of site preparation and civil works

Implementation schedule Develop a plan for the activities and events necessary to implement the project, the implementation 
organization (engineering and construction) and costs of implementation (other than costs covered 
elsewhere). 

Environmental Impact Assessment 
(EIA)

Describe whether you have conducted a study of the existing habitats of humans, flora and fauna, the 
impacts of the project and mitigation measures to meet acceptable environmental standards

Source: Wavteq based on Expert input

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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2: Technical Analysis: data sample

Source: fDi Benchmark from Financial Intelligence

• The technical analysis 
requires a lot of decisions 
on the quantities of 
resources required

• Key sources are 
market/real estate research 
reports, company 
databases (e.g. fDi
Benchmark), public 
statistics (e.g. World Bank) 
press/google and web 
search and expert 
interviews

Sample data for an Oil & Gas R&D Centre

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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3. Financial Analysis

• Financial analysis of an investment project 
provides the "bottom line" for investors, a 
prediction of what the project holds in store in 
terms of financial benefits and costs. 

• It is linked to the analysis of markets that provide 
an idea of revenues (benefits) that can be 
generated, and to technical analysis that provides 
an idea of the necessary investment and 
operating costs. 

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Source: Wavteq based on expert input
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3. Financial Analysis: Three important questions

How healthy 
and wealthy 

is the Project? 

Profitability 
of the Project?

Financial liquidity? 

? ? ?

Source: Wavteq based on expert input

A deep financial analysis on the balance sheet, income statement, cash flow is required to 
answer the above questions by looking at different financial KPIs such as ROI, net working 

capital, etc.

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES
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3. Example of financial analysis with the support of COMFAR 
Software

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Source: UNIDO  https://www.unido.org/resources-publications-publications-type/comfar-software

• The UNIDO COMFAR 
software helps 
conduct feasibility 
studies in a systematic 
and efficient way

• The software 
distinguishes 5 
different 
sector/project types

• Industrial
• Agriculture
• Tourism
• Infrastructure
• Mining
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3. Financial analysis: Data entries necessary for different types of project (1/5)

• Industrial

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Financial study
Fixed Investment cost
A Structures and civil works Includes land purchase, site preparation and development and any other related construction works
B Machinery and equipment Lists the different type of machinery required
C Know-How Includes technology (hardware/software) required
D Pre-production expenditure All interest and fees up until the end of the construction phase
Variable Production cost
E Material cost Input cost such as fabrics for textiles, microchips for phones, etc.
F Utilities Electricity, Water, Internet, etc.
G Labor (direct) Total labor cost (breakdown by positions and quantities of each)
H Maintenance Maintenance cost of capital expenditure
I Administration Office material (printer, paper, furniture, etc.)
K Marketing/Promotion material Marketing and promotional material such as brochures, flyers, website cost etc.

Source: UNIDO  https://www.unido.org/resources-publications-publications-type/comfar-software
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• Agriculture

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Financial study
Fixed Investment cost

A Structures and civil works Includes land purchase, land preparation and development (nursery, tree crop establishment, processing plant) and any other 
related construction works (e.g., irrigation infrastructure, barns/sheds etc., processing plant)

B Machinery and equipment Lists the different type of machinery required (e.g., agriculture machinery, processing plant machinery)
C Auxiliary services Maintenance, repair, transport and storage
D Environmental protection Site preparation, civil works and machinery
E Pre-production expenditure All interest and fees up until the end of the construction phase (e.g. pre-investment studies)
F Other Fixed Assets Technology
Variable Production cost
G Agriculture inputs Plant material, fertilizers, plant/post-harvest protection, etc.
H Utilities Electricity, Water, etc.
I Processing plant raw materials and suppliesMachinery oil, tools, etc.
J Labor (direct) Total labor cost (breakdown by positions and quantities of each)
K Repair, maintenance Repair and maintenance of agriculture and processing machinery
L Administration Office material (printer, paper, furniture, etc.)
M Marketing/Promotion material Marketing and promotional material such as brochures, flyers, website cost etc.
N Other Leasing, royalties, maintenance, etc.

Source: UNIDO  https://www.unido.org/resources-publications-publications-type/comfar-software

3. Financial analysis: Data entries necessary for different types of project (2/5)
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• Tourism

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Financial study
Fixed Investment cost
A Structures and civil works Includes land purchase, site preparation and development, ancillery infrastructures (e.g. road) and civil works (e.g. housing such as 

hotel, village; Catering; sports and entertainment; Shopping and other commercial activities)
B Machinery and equipment Hotel technical equipment, catering equipment, sport and entertainment, shopping precinct equipment and other
C Auxiliary services Utilities (incl. air conditioning/heating), telcom, maintenance, cleaning, transportation and vehicles
D Environmental protection Site preparation, civil works and machinery
E Pre-production expenditure All interest and fees up until the end of the construction phase (e.g. pre-investment studies)
F Other Fixed Assets Technology, project implementation, etc.
Variable Production cost
G Catering  and other supplies Food, Drinks, hardware, textiles, etc.
H Utilities Electricity, Water, etc.
I Processing plant raw materials and suppliesMachinery oil, tools, etc.
J Labor (direct) Total labor cost (breakdown by positions and quantities of each); permanent vs. Seasonal workers
K Repair, maintenance Repair and maintenance of agriculture and processing machinery
L Administration Office material (printer, paper, furniture, etc.), travel, rents/leasing cost, insurance
M Marketing/Promotion material Marketing and promotional material such as brochures, flyers, website cost etc.
N Other Royalties, maintenance, etc.

Source: UNIDO  https://www.unido.org/resources-publications-publications-type/comfar-software

3. Financial analysis: Data entries necessary for different types of project (3/5)
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• Infrastructure

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Financial study
Fixed Investment cost
A Structures and civil works Includes land purchase, site preparation and development, ancillery infrastructures and civil works (e.g. main plant, network 

systems)
B Machinery and equipment Main plant, network systems and auxiliary infrastructure
C Auxiliary services Maintenance, communication and signaling, energy system, other
D Environmental protection Site preparation, civil works and machinery
E Pre-production expenditure All interest and fees up until the end of the construction phase (e.g. pre-investment studies)
F Other Fixed Assets Technology, project implementation, etc.
Variable Production cost
G Raw materials and supplies Main plant, network systems and auxiliary infrastructure
H Utilities Electricity, Water, etc.
I Staff accommodation Food, housing, other services
J Labor (direct) Total labor cost (breakdown by positions and quantities of each)
K Repair, maintenance Repair and maintenance
L Administration Office material (printer, paper, furniture, etc.), travel, rents/leasing cost, insurance
M Marketing/Promotion material Marketing and promotional material such as brochures, flyers, website cost etc.
N Other Royalties, etc.

Source: UNIDO  https://www.unido.org/resources-publications-publications-type/comfar-software

3. Financial analysis: Data entries necessary for different types of project (4/5)
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• Mining

MODULE 2:  DATA MINING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Financial study
Fixed Investment cost
A Structures and civil works Includes land purchase, site preparation and development, ancillery infrastructures (e.g. road) and civil works (e.g. mine plant, 

surface building, transportation facilities)
B Machinery and equipment Mine plan equipment, surface building equipment, other
C General operating equipment Ventilation system, communication system, compressed air facilities, electrical system, fueling system, other utilities, Offices, Hosting, 

Repair shops, etc.
D Environmental protection Restoration, waste treatment
E Pre-production expenditure All interest and fees up until the end of the construction phase (e.g. pre-investment studies, exploration)
F Other Fixed Assets Technology, project implementation, etc.
Variable Production cost
G Supplies Exploration tools, clothes
H Utilities Electricity, Water, etc.
I Staff accommodation Housing, food, etc.
J Labor (direct) Skilled and unskilled labor
K Repair, maintenance Repair and maintenance of agriculture and processing machinery
L Administration Office material (printer, paper, furniture, etc.), travel, rents/leasing cost, insurance
M Other Royalties, maintenance, etc.

Source: UNIDO  https://www.unido.org/resources-publications-publications-type/comfar-software

3. Financial analysis: Data entries necessary for different types of project (5/5)
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About Module 3

• This module will showcase a list of applications available for conducting feasibility studies and mining data

• We will review what to take into account when considering using any of the available tools

• We will discuss some important questions to keep in mind when considering these tools

• We will see examples of information data mining can produce

MODULE 3:  TOOLS AND SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TO USE FOR DATA MINING
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Applications in the market that support feasibility analysis

• COMFAR
• We just saw The UNIDO COMFAR 

software as a tool to conduct feasibility 
studies in a systematic and efficient way

• It is traded and has different pricing by 
country, with discounts for developing 
countries

• For more information on COMFAR, please 
refer to this link

MODULE 3:  TOOLS AND SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TO USE FOR DATA MINING

Source: UNIDO

https://xfiles.unido.org/index.php/s/FTg4Reo9EkKdPTa?_ga=2.109777094.2111953010.1637615021-270477419.1637615021
https://xfiles.unido.org/index.php/s/FTg4Reo9EkKdPTa?_ga=2.109777094.2111953010.1637615021-270477419.1637615021
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Applications in the market that perform data mining

• Xplenty
• Rapid Miner  
• Orange 
• Weka 
• KNIME 
• Sisense 
• SSDT (SQL Server Data Tools) 
• Apache Mahout 
• Oracle Data Mining

• Rattle
• DataMelt
• IBM Cognos 
• IBM SPSS Modeler
• SAS Data Mining
• Teradata
• Board
• Dundas BI
• GIS Systems (Georeferenced)

(ArcGIS etc.)

MODULE 3:  TOOLS AND SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TO USE FOR DATA MINING
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What to consider before you choose a software

• Is it a paid software?
• Is it an app you pay per license, or a SAS (Software as a Service), cloud 

based and billed periodically?
• Does this software deliver what you need? 
• Will this software require specialized personnel to run this and produce 

the results you need?
• Does your organization have the necessary hardware to run this app?
• Are there any restrictions to that software in your location?

MODULE 3:  TOOLS AND SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TO USE FOR DATA MINING
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Examples of what data mining can produce (1/6)
• Data collected/mined fill the lines in large spreadsheets

MODULE 3:  TOOLS AND SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TO USE FOR DATA MINING

Source: https://sucessodocliente.img.com.br
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Examples of what data mining can produce (2/6)
• From the spreadsheets, data is transformed in information displayed on dashboards 

like this one:

MODULE 3:  TOOLS AND SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TO USE FOR DATA MINING

Source: https://sucessodocliente.img.com.br
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Examples of what data mining can produce (3/6)

MODULE 3:  TOOLS AND SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TO USE FOR DATA MINING

Source: https://sucessodocliente.img.com.br

• From the dashboards, information can be displayed in form of reports, and to support 
monitoring and actions
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Mineral resources exploration permits system in Brazil

Examples of what data mining can produce (4/6)

MODULE 3:  TOOLS AND SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TO USE FOR DATA MINING

Source: https://geo.anm.gov.br
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Mineral resources exploration permits in Brazil (Data + Georeferencing)

Examples of what data mining can produce (5/6) 

MODULE 3:  TOOLS AND SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TO USE FOR DATA MINING

Source: https://geo.anm.gov.br
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Combination of data and georeferencing to improve efficiency

Examples of what data mining can produce (6/6)

MODULE 3:  TOOLS AND SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TO USE FOR DATA MINING

Source: https://geo.anm.gov.br
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